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Abstract Carotid angioplasty and stenting (CAS) has

emerged as a feasible and safe alternative for the management

of extracranial carotid occlusive disease. The appropriate

clinical setting, indications and techniques to maximize the

benefit of this new approach are in constant evolution. The

success of CAS relies not only on technique, device selection

and management of complications but, maybe more impor-

tantly, on patient selection, peri-operative medical manage-

ment and pre-procedural imaging and planning. The purpose

of this review is to describe the peri-procedural and technical

steps that can optimize the results of CAS.
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Introduction

Since the initial US Food and Drug Administration

approval of the first interventional carotid artery stenting

(CAS) device system for use in high-risk patients in 2004

[1], multiple trials have been conducted. The most recent of

these is the multicenter randomized CREST trial, with its

results published in July 2010 [2•].

The initial randomized trials and registries data not only

confirmed the safety and efficacy of CAS, but also identified

a set of high risk criteria describing cases in which an en-

dovascular intervention might harbor higher risks for adverse

events. The results of these trials have also confirmed carotid

endarterectomy (CEA) as the current standard of care for

most patients with carotid stenosis, mainly because of the

uniformly reported lower rate of neurologic adverse events

when compared to CAS. Among the objectives of this

review, we attempt to identify high risk situations for CAS in

order to address and optimize the peri-procedural factors that

impact its results. This review will describe the pre-proce-

dural workup, intra-procedural details and post-procedural

factors that are known to impact outcomes of CAS.

Patient Selection

The indications for treatment for extracranial carotid

occlusive disease are regarded to be the same whether CEA

or CAS is contemplated. However, it is a constant matter of

debate if the patient selection criteria for surgery can be

applied to CAS. It is important to note that the benefit of

CEA is based on its potential for decreasing the risk of

stroke occurrence 3–5 years after the procedure [3]. In

general, any condition that limits life expectancy will

negate the benefit of revascularization of an asymptomatic

carotid stenosis with either approach.

Patient selection for CEA or CAS may often be biased

by provider or patient preferences. It is well accepted,

nevertheless, that certain risk factors, such as prior neck

irradiation, re-operative surgical fields and high lesions,

may make CEA technically challenging and complicated,

thus favoring CAS as a better option [4, 5]. In addition,

congestive heart failure (III–V), multi-vessel coronary

artery disease, LVEF \30 %, unstable angina, recent MI,

renal failure on dialysis and liver failure have been

described as physiologic variables conferring a high risk

for complications after carotid endarterectomy [6]. CAS,

therefore, may be desirable in this last patient population,
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keeping in mind that the benefit of revascularization for

asymptomatic carotid disease in the setting of disabling

medical comorbidities is questionable.

On the other hand, certain characteristics, which are

described below, can make CAS a high risk procedure. A

careful evaluation of the benefits and risks of either

approach should be individualized to every patient. Proper

selection of candidates for CAS is crucial to avoid com-

plications and optimize outcomes.

Symptomatic Carotid Stenosis

Results from several trials have consistently shown worse

outcomes in symptomatic patients treated with CAS as

compared to CEA. As early as 2004, subgroup analysis in

the SAPPHIRE trial showed that among patients treated

with CAS, a greater cumulative incidence of the primary

neurologic endpoint was observed in the symptomatic

patients (16.8 %) compared to the asymptomatic (9.9 %)

[7]. In the EVA-3S, among symptomatic patients the inci-

dence of any non-fatal strokes within 30 days was signifi-

cantly higher in the CAS compared to the CEA group (8.8

vs. 2.7 %); this trial was terminated early for safety and

futility reasons. The SPACE trial in 2006 also failed to show

CAS non-inferiority when compared to CEA, showing a

slightly higher rate of ipsilateral ischemic stroke and death at

30 days in symptomatic patients undergoing CAS [8]. The

CAPTURE registry publication of predictors of outcomes in

2007 concluded that CAS is safe in high-risk patients with

severe stenosis. However, when compared with the asymp-

tomatic cohort, symptomatic patients treated with CAS had

a sobering statistically significant higher risk of death or

stroke (10.6 vs. 4.9 %) and death or major stroke (6.2 vs.

2.4 %) at 30 days. More recently, the CREST trial showed

slightly higher but not significant incidence of stroke and

death in the stenting group compared to the endarterectomy

group among symptomatic patients (6.7 vs. 5.4 %; hazard

ratio for stenting, 1.26; 95 % CI, 0.81 to 1.96) and an almost

equal incidence of the primary endpoints among asymp-

tomatic patients (3.5 vs. 3.6 %; hazard ratio, 1.02; 95 % CI,

0.55 to 1.86). These results suggest poorer outcomes for

CAS in symptomatic patients compared to asymptomatic

patients, thus advocating the cautious use of CAS in this

patient population, primarily in the presence of other ana-

tomic or medical high risk criteria. Symptomatic patients

from a high grade carotid stenosis should be preferentially

treated with CEA by current guidelines and recommenda-

tions [9•, 10•, 11].

Age

Of special importance is the subset of patients older than

80 years. Numerous studies have demonstrated that

patients older than 75–80 years are perfectly suitable can-

didates for CEA [12, 13]. In addition, investigators in the

recent CREST lead in trial results and other trials found

increased rate of death and stroke in this group of patients

(12 % in octogenarians vs. 3.23 % in non-octogenarians)

after CAS. This observation has been repeated with such

alarming regularity in other trials that age older than

80 years should be considered at least a relative contrain-

dication to CAS [14, 15]. It should be noted, however, that

increased risk with age actually starts at 75 years and

accelerates beyond the age of 80 [5]. The etiology of the

poor outcome in these patients remains to be elucidated.

Factors such as arch elongation, arch calcification, and

vessel tortuosity, seem to be more prevalent in the elderly

and have been associated anecdotally with increased risk of

CAS even in the younger patients. In addition, increased

plaque thrombogenicity and vulnerability noted in elderly

symptomatic patients may explain the increased rate of

neurologic complications with CAS [16, 17].

Sex

Increased risk of stroke after CEA in women was first

reported in the ACAS trial [18]. On the other hand ACST

[19], NASCET [20] and CAVATAS demonstrated no dif-

ference by sex detected in the primary endpoint of the

trials. Recently, according to a subgroup analysis of the

CREST trial the peri-procedural risk of events seems to be

higher in women who undergo CAS instead of CEA [21].

Peri-procedural events were observed in 31 (6.8 %) of 455

women assigned to carotid artery stenting compared with

16 (3.8 %) of 417 assigned to carotid endarterectomy

(p = 0.064), whereas there was no significant difference

among men. These results suggest a trend for higher peri-

procedural stroke in women, and should be taken into

account when choosing the treatment modality.

Anatomy

The number of intra-procedural micro emboli detected with

trans-cranial Doppler scans [22] and the incidence of new

embolic lesions detected by diffusion weighted MRI [23]

show a higher incidence of embolic events in CAS when

compared to patients undergoing CEA. This could be

particularly important in the setting of adverse plaque

characteristics. Long stenotic lesions ([15 mm) and

involvement of the internal carotid ostium seem to be

associated with increased incidence of peri-operative

complications, especially when CAS is performed in

elderly patients [24]. In addition, plaque characteristics

have received some attention as a predictors of CAS out-

comes, with some evidence that soft plaques with low

echogenicity scores may be associated with significant
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neurologic adverse events [25]. Thus, anatomical charac-

teristics should be considered in the treatment algorithm of

carotid revascularization, recognizing the higher incidence

of adverse events with long and ostial lesions, as well as

vulnerable carotid plaques. Until further validation of these

findings, caution should be exercised in stenting lesions in

this particular subset of patients.

Medical Therapy

The most recent multi-society guidelines on the manage-

ment of patients with extra-cranial carotid and vertebral

artery disease (ECVD) describe the current keystones on the

medical management of these patients [9•]. Medical therapy,

regardless of any surgical or endovascular intervention,

focuses on the specific management of hypertension,

hyperlipidemia and diabetes. Smoking cessation is strongly

recommended to reduce the risk of atherosclerosis progres-

sion and stroke. Furthermore, although no specific recom-

mendations are made, the importance of obesity, lack of

physical activity and the metabolic syndrome as potential

risk factors for carotid disease and stroke is highlighted.

It is important to note that since the publication of trials

comparing carotid revascularization to medical therapy

with aspirin only, the non-operative intervention or medical

management has been continuously refined and redefined.

The current medical management of carotid occlusive

disease (which entails the routine use of antiplatelet ther-

apy, lipid lowering agents, angiotensin inhibitors and beta

blockers) might have altered the natural history of the

disease. This is supported by recent data suggesting a

stroke risk of less than 1 % per year for asymptomatic

carotid stenosis treated with best medical treatment (BMT)

alone [26, 27].

Antiplatelet Therapy

Intimal injury during CAS releases pro-coagulants and

exposes sub-endothelial platelet adhesive proteins, thus

leading to rapid formation of thrombus and potential

embolization. Most of the information on stent thrombosis

is from extrapolation of the literature on the coronary bed

[28, 29].

Aspirin (ASA) is an effective and safe antiplatelet agent,

extensively investigated, and constitutes the mainstay of

antithrombotic therapy. However, it shows marked inter-

patient variability and some vasculopath patients appear to

be resistant to its action [30]. Clopidogrel, an oral thieno-

pyridine of the same family as ticlopidine but better tol-

erated, irreversively inhibits a chemoreceptor on platelet

membranes, thus impairing adhesion. Dual therapy with

clopidogrel and ASA has been able to demonstrate reduc-

tion in silent microemboli detected by TCD among patients

with recent symptomatic carotid stenosis [31].

There is consensus among interventionalists to treat

patients undergoing CAS in a similar fashion to those

receiving coronary stents, thus a regimen consisting of ASA

81–325 mg/day and clopidogrel 75 mg/day to be started

4 days prior to the procedure is advocated. Alternatively a

loading dose of 300 mg can be administered 4–6 h before

the procedure followed by 75 mg daily [9•, 10•].

Regarding the duration of the antiplatelet therapy, most

practitioners recommend 4 weeks of therapy to prevent

acute and sub-acute thrombosis, documented to occur up to

30 days after stenting [32].

Over the last few years special attention has been

devoted to the reported ‘‘resistance’’ to antiplatelet thera-

pies in specific patients. ‘‘Resistance’’ has been described

as the occurrence of occlusive cardiovascular disease

events despite regular intake of these agents at recom-

mended doses [33]. The frequency of this phenomenon has

been reported to range from 1 to 45 % for aspirin and/or

clopidogrel [34]. The mechanisms or resistance are poorly

understood and multifactorial, thus despite the variety of

tests available, no consensus exists regarding the reference

standard for measuring platelet activation [35]. Several

explanations can account for Clopidogrel resistance or

treatment failure, including non-compliance, variable

platelet response, genetic variability of cytochrome P450

enzymes, and interaction with several classes of medica-

tions (statins, proton pump inhibitors, calcium channel

blockers). The failure of antiplatelet therapy will likely

result in an adverse clinical outcome, however, there is no

clear strategy for the management of this problem, an

initial approach would be to correct clinical factors that

may cause therapeutic resistance. Physicians must ensure

proper patient compliance while also minimizing drug–

drug interactions. Although testing for Clopidogrel resis-

tance is not routinely recommended, given the current

evidence, it should be selectively entertained in patients

suspected of having recurrent failure of antiplatelet therapy

prior to CAS. In addition, optimal control of glucose levels

and cholesterol levels can reduce platelet reactivity and

should be actively pursued.

Antihypertensive Therapy

Hypertension increases the risk of stroke. For each

10-mmHg increase in blood pressure, the risk of stroke

increases by 30 to 45 % [36]. A meta-analysis of more than

40 trials and 188,000 patients found a 33 % decreased risk

of stroke for each 10-mmHg reduction in systolic blood

pressure [37]. A large body of literature is available to
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support the reduction of recurrent strokes by antihyper-

tensive therapy regardless of the agent used [38]. In

patients who had experienced ischemic stroke, adminis-

tration of a combination of angiotensin converting enzyme

inhibitors and a diuretic significantly reduced the risk of

recurrent ischemic events compared with placebo [39].

Patients with ischemic stroke or TIA, regardless of the

source, should receive anti-hypertensive treatment beyond

the hyper-acute period [26]. According to the American

Heart Association guidelines for the management of

extracranial carotid disease, antihypertensive treatment is

probably indicated in patients with hypertension and

symptomatic extracranial carotid or vertebral atheroscle-

rosis. However, the benefit of treatment to a specific target

blood pressure (e.g., below 140/90 mmHg) has not been

established in relation to the risk of exacerbating cerebral

ischemia [9•, 10•].

Of note, symptomatic patients with severe carotid artery

stenosis represent a challenging situation since it is not

known whether antihypertensive therapy is beneficial or

harmful by reducing cerebral perfusion. The Seventh

Report of the Joint National Committee for the Prevention,

Detection, Evaluation, and Treatment of High Blood

Pressure (JNC-7) offers no specific recommendation for

treatment of hypertension in patients with severe ECVD

[40].

It is instrumental to establish a patient targeted antihy-

pertensive regimen to control blood pressure before and

after CAS in order to maximize its outcomes [9•, 10•].

Statins

Statins belong to a class of drugs known to inhibit

3-hydroxy 3-methylglutaryl coenzyme A reductase, and

block hepatic cholesterol synthesis. They became the gold

standard for treatment of hypercholesterolemia since their

FDA approval in 1987. They have proven to successfully

reduce the incidence of stroke among patients at increased

risk for cardiovascular disease; the Stroke Prevention

Aggressive Reduction of Cholesterol Levels (SPARCL)

[27] showed that the use of atorvastatin reduced the overall

incidence of stroke and of cardiovascular events. Further-

more, statin use was independently associated with a 75 %

reduction in the odds of death and 45 % reduction in the

odds of ischemic stroke or death among patients with

symptomatic carotid disease. There are data indicating that

statin use may reduce long-term incidence of restenosis

following CEA [41] and a similar benefit of reducing

neurologic morbidity among patients undergoing carotid

angioplasty and stent procedures has been documented

[42]. The precise mechanism underlying the ‘‘pleiotropic’’

favorable effects of the drug on platelet adhesion, throm-

bosis, plaque stability, and inflammation is unclear;

however, statins given peri-operatively may not only lower

lipid levels but might stabilize the arterial wall as well. The

use of statins (pravastatin, simvastatin, lovastatin or cer-

vistatin) for at least 1 week prior to the procedure has been

shown to reduce the incidence of stroke, myocardial

infarction, and death within 30 days after CAS [43].

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) using ultra-small

super-paramagnetic iron oxide (USPIO) particles has been

shown to identify inflammatory changes by monitoring

macrophage uptake, a major component of high-risk (vul-

nerable) plaques [44]. The ATHEROMA trial (Atorvastatin

Therapy: Effects on Reduction of Macrophage Activity)

used this new MRI technology to compare the effects of a

low (10 mg) vs. a high (80 mg) atorvastatin daily dose in

the carotid plaque. It concluded that aggressive lipid-low-

ering therapy over a 3-month period is associated with

significant reduction in USPIO-defined inflammation [45].

The use of aggressive statin therapy is therefore likely to

improve the outcomes of CAS by reducing adverse neu-

rologic and myocardial events through different mecha-

nistic effects.

Imaging

Determination of degree of carotid artery stenosis is of

critical importance when deciding whether a patient war-

rants intervention. Physicians rely heavily in diagnostic

imaging to make this decision. The fast evolution pace of

current non-invasive imaging, as well as their continuously

increasing accuracy and resolution has relegated purely

diagnostic cerebral angiography to a second plane.

Plaque characterization in US and also in CTA and

MRA may have special relevance in the era of carotid

stenting, since identification of a high-risk vulnerable pla-

que may be useful when deciding whether to perform a

stent procedure or an endarterectomy.

The near future might bring the ability to create a

computer model and perform a simulated procedure to test

the operator, the devices and to prove the feasibility of

CAS for a given patient [46, 47].

Ultrasound

Currently, physicians most commonly rely on Duplex

ultrasound when planning an operative intervention for

carotid stenosis. The current guidelines advocate for the

use of US in the initial evaluation of any patient that pre-

sents with acute, focal ischemic neurological symptoms

corresponding to the territory supplied by the carotid

arteries. Ultrasound is a non-invasive and relatively inex-

pensive diagnostic method capable of detecting and

quantifying the degree of stenosis based on velocity
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measurement and Doppler waveform analysis. B-mode

imaging is also able to evaluate specific additional char-

acteristics of the carotid plaque that might make it high risk

for embolization: a hyperechoic, echodense or bright pla-

que is indicative of an indurated, relatively stable, calcified

plaque. On the other hand a hypoechoic, echolucent or dark

plaque is indicative of blood or lipid rich plaque, which is

likely prone to embolize during CAS [48]. Ultrasound,

however, is operator dependent, is limited in highly calci-

fied lesions and the criteria for grading stenosis may differ

among different institutions. Furthermore, CAS requires

full understanding and precise knowledge of the specific

anatomy of the intra- and extra-cranial vascular tree, and

current generation US does not provide an adequate and

reliable road-map to help in device selection and plan a

detailed intervention.

CTA and MRA

Computed tomographic angiography (CTA) and magnetic

resonance angiography (MRA) have gained a prominent

role in CAS planning in recent years. Detailed imaging and

understanding of the anatomy and quality of the aortic

arch, neck and cerebral vasculature is necessary to be

aware of potential difficulties during the procedure such as

tortuosity of the vessels. Severe arch atherosclerosis (egg-

shell aorta), arch irregularities (shaggy aorta), diffuse

common carotid artery disease, eccentric stenoses, severe

angulations of the bifurcation and kinking or disease of the

distal internal carotid artery should raise a red flag, since

they might represent relative contraindications for an en-

dovascular procedure. CT and MR imaging also provide

documentation of pre-procedural pathologic changes in the

brain and serve as a platform for measuring and sizing the

arteries in order to choose the most appropriate devices to

use during the intervention.

The current American guidelines recommend the use of

magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) or computed

tomography angiography (CTA) in patients with acute,

focal ischemic neurological symptoms when sonography

either cannot be obtained or yields equivocal or otherwise

non-diagnostic results. In general and in asymptomatic

patients, when initial noninvasive images are inconclusive,

additional examination by use of another imaging method

is reasonable.

Magnetic resonance angiography without contrast is

reasonable for assessing the extent of disease in patients with

symptomatic carotid atherosclerosis and renal insufficiency

or extensive vascular calcification. CTA, on the other hand,

is reasonable for evaluation of patients with clinically sus-

pected significant carotid atherosclerosis who are not suit-

able candidates for MRA because of claustrophobia,

implanted pacemakers, or other incompatible devices [9•].

The use of axial imaging before CAS can therefore help

improve CAS outcomes by providing an anatomic roadmap

and by allowing the operator to anticipate high risk ana-

tomic situations and procedural events.

Catheter Based Contrast Angiography

Conventional angiography was once considered the stan-

dard against which other methods of vascular imaging were

compared; however, its use as a screening modality has

been abandoned due to its high risk and cost. Currently, its

use is of particular importance in situations where adequate

delineation of the disease cannot be obtained by other

methods or when imaging studies have yielded discordant

results [10•].

The most feared complication is stroke, initially reported

as high as 1.2 % in the ACAS trial [49], however the inci-

dence of which should be \1 % when performed by expe-

rienced physicians, according to more recent trials [50–52].

The selective utilization of angiography to rule out sig-

nificant disease is rarely indicated, thus the operator should

ideally be prepared to perform an intervention if needed.

Intravascular Ultrasound (IVUS)

Intravascular ultrasound technology, which has been

gaining acceptance in the coronary and peripheral arterial

fields, allows the operator to gather intra-procedural

detailed information about the diameter of the vascular

lumen, extent of atherosclerosis, and degree of calcifica-

tion. It is also used to evaluate the outcome of an inter-

vention (i.e., detect arterial dissection after angioplasty and

plaque and stent configuration after deployment) [53, 54].

The incorporation of IVUS during CAS has been

addressed in a few studies and has focused mainly on the

safety of the technique and its potential contribution to the

success of carotid revascularization [55].

Although there is some evidence showing that incom-

plete stent expansion or small post-procedural stent diam-

eter may be associated with a greater risk of restenosis

[56], there are limited data regarding the impact that IVUS

completion imaging might have in preventing re-stenosis,

reducing strokes or improving overall outcomes.

Although used safely in small series of patients, more

evidence is needed before the incremental risk associated

with the additional catheter manipulation required to tra-

verse stenotic lesions can be justified.

Device Selection

Selection of the appropriate equipment is of paramount

importance. Devices able to negotiate the aortic arch and
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carotid system tortuosity with adequate support and mini-

mal trauma are ideal. The operator should be familiar with

a set of devices for both routine and complex CAS, and

should use them on a regular basis to achieve proficiency.

Adopting routine CAS steps and familiarity of the operator

and staff with a set of devices and tools ensure the smooth

flow of the procedure.

Sheaths and Guiding Catheters

The anticipated stent size required to perform the procedure

should be placed at the time of initial access, usually a 6 or 7 Fr

sheath. Following femoral access, systemic anticoagulation is

indicated prior to device manipulation in the aortic arch. This

can help minimize thromboembolic complications.

Selecting Catheters

Multiple selective catheters are available. These are gen-

erally available in 100–125 cm length. The selective

catheters can be grouped in two major categories:

Simple curve catheters have a primary angled tip. Such

catheters are placed in the arch proximal to the ostium of

the target artery and rotated toward the orifice as the

catheter is being withdrawn. Among these catheters are the

angled-taper Glidecath, the H1 headhunter, The JB 1 and

the vertebral catheter (Angiodynamics, Latham, NY).

Complex curve catheters have, in addition to a primary

angle tip, a secondary curve and must be reshaped in the

aorta to their original configuration to achieve cannulation.

The two or more curves are useful in complex arterial

configuration. The catheter head is positioned near the

branch vessel and advanced or withdrawn to select the

target vessel. Among these catheters we have the H3

headhunter, the Simmons 1, 2 and 3, JB 2 and the VTK

catheters (Angiodynamics, Latham, NY).

Guidewires

Placement of the sheath or the guiding catheter into the

CCA requires a relatively stiff 0.035-inch 260 cm long

wire. The wire is advanced into the ECA in order to obtain

enough purchase to advance the sheath or guiding catheter

into the CCA. This allows adequate guidewire length

placed beyond the carotid bifurcation for the subsequent

placement of the carotid sheath. Passage of the stiff

exchange guidewire into the small external carotid artery

branches must be performed with caution to avoid injury or

perforation to these small branches, especially avoiding the

lingual and ophthalmic branches. To minimize thrombo-

embolic complications, the target lesion is not manipulated

at this stage of the procedure.

Embolic Protection Devices (EPD)

Pharmacologic strategies to minimize platelet aggregation

and thrombus formation are not sufficient to prevent

cerebral embolization during CAS. Previous studies have

demonstrated the embolization of clot and plaque compo-

nents during carotid manipulation [57, 58]. Two types of

cerebral protection strategies are currently widely used:

distal filtration and reversal of flow.

Distal filtration is the most widely used type of cerebral

protection, its principle being to trap particulate debris

while maintaining blood flow during the procedure. Most

of the devices are calibrated to filter particles [100 u

(70–140u). Filters are typically mounted on a 0.014 wire in

a monorail or over the wire (OTW) configuration and are

recaptured after CAS with a dedicated retrieval system.

The AcuNet filter (Abbott, Illinois) was the first of these to

obtain FDA approval. The Spider RX (ev3 Inc., Minne-

apolis, MN), the AngioGuard XP (Cordis, Warren, NJ), the

FilterWire EZ (Boston Scientic, Natic, MA), the Embo-

Shield Pro (Abbott, Illinois) are some of the filters also

available in the USA.

The disadvantages of the filters are similar to previously

utilized cerebral protection balloons; they cross the lesion

without protection and pose the potential risk of arterial

injury during deployment. In addition, suboptimal apposi-

tion can cause distal embolization and the filter itself can

fill with debris due to its limited volumetric capacity [59,

60]. However, the main advantage of these devices is their

ability to perform the procedure without interruption of

cerebral blood flow.

Flow reversal (proximal occlusion) devices, on the other

hand, can provide cerebral protection prior to crossing the

target lesion. A reversal of flow in the ICA is achieved by

occlusion of the CCA and ECA by a compliant balloon and

either active syringe aspiration (Mo.Ma system, Invatec,

Italy) through a side arm [61] or by continuous arterio-

venous shunt from the ICA to the femoral vein (Gore

Neuro protection system or Parodi anti-embolic device,

Gore & Associates, Flagstaff, AZ) [62]. These devices

could be useful for the treatment of friable and tight lesions

in tortuous arteries where placement of filters or balloons

might prove to be difficult or risky. Proximal occlusion

devices require larger introducers and are technically

complex. Intolerance to flow blockage is also encountered

in 5.7–7.6 % of the patients [63] and could be dangerous in

those with contralateral carotid occlusion. Nevertheless,

this type of cerebral protection has been reported to be safe

and effective in recent series, with a low rate of procedural

adverse events [64]. Recent studies suggest that the dif-

ferential in adverse neurologic event rates in CAS between

symptomatic and asymptomatic patients may be ameliorated
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by the use of flow reversal embolic protection strategies in

symptomatic patients.

Flow reversal with transcervical access has been

recently described as minimizing the neurologic compli-

cations of CAS. It eliminates some of the complications

associated with the transfemoral route, which include the

hazards of wire and catheter manipulation in the aortic

arch. In this setting, Criado et al described in 2004 a

technique for transcervical CAS with flow reversal pro-

tection [65]. Although the experience is still small and

prospective trials are needed, the short-term and long-term

outcomes are also good and appear comparable with the

reported results for carotid revascularization by endarter-

ectomy [66, 67]. This technique promises to improve the

neurologic outcomes of CAS as it has been associated with

a lower incidence of new ischemic brain infarcts on dif-

fusion-perfusion magnetic resonance imaging when com-

pared to transfemoral CAS with a distal filter [68].

Angioplasty Balloons and Stents

Multiple low profile balloons are available for carotid angi-

oplasty. A rapid exchange (monorail) system is instrumental

and mandatory, as it minimizes manipulation across the

lesion. The diameters range from 2 and 4 mm for pre-dila-

tation purposes to 4–6 for mm for post-stenting dilatation.

After the lesion has been crossed and the filter deployed, it is

common to pre-dilate the lesion with a 3 or 4 mm rapid

exchange balloon. Some operators routinely administer small

doses of atropine (0.25–0.5 mg) before balloon dilatation,

except in patients with a recurrent stenosis.

Post-stenting balloon angioplasty should be focal and

judiciously utilized to gently mold the stent at the site of

lesion, which allows for future remodeling. Aggressive

large balloon angioplasty should be avoided to minimize

thromboembolic complications. The stent provides con-

tinuous expansible energy after the procedure, and the urge

to disrupt the lesion more than necessary should be avoi-

ded. The balloon should also be maintained within the stent

to avoid dissection during post-dilatation.

All carotid stents are self-expandable and they are all

constructed from nitinol (nickel-titanium alloy) except the

Wallstent (Boston Scientific, Natik, MA), which is a brai-

ded-mesh frame constructed from stainless steel (a cobalt

alloy). There are 3 types of carotid stent designs: open cell,

closed cell and hybrid.

Open cell stent designs have a bigger free cell area and

lighter scaffolding, which allows some individual segments

of the stent to move more freely. Open-cell stents are able

to conform to more tortuous anatomy without significant

kinking. On the other hand, they might show decreased

ability to trap plaque and thrombus. The Precise stent

(Cordis Endovascular Inc, Warren, NJ), Acculink stent

(Abbott, Abbott Park, IL) and the Protegé (ev3 Inc. Min-

neapolis, MN) are examples of FDA approved open cell

stents.

Closed-cell stents have a smaller free cell area and

denser scaffolding, providing greater radial force, greater

rigidity, and potentially improved ability to trap plaque or

thrombus between the outside of the stent and the vessel

wall. The higher rigidity of these stents, however, might

make them prone to fracture and also more likely to deform

the vessel in which they are placed, creating kinking of the

vessel and poor wall apposition. The Xact carotid stent

(Guidant/Abbott Vascular) and the Carotid Wallstent

Monorail (Boston Scientific, Natik, MA) are among these

kind of stents.

Recently, a hybrid stent, the Cristallo Ideale stent

(Invatec/Medtronic, Roncadelle, ITA), became available

for use in Europe. This stent has been designed with an

open cell configuration in the proximal and distal ends to

maximize conformability, and closed cell configuration in

the middle portion of the stent to prevent plaque prolapse

through the stent struts. This stent platform seems to be

safe and effective in the peri-procedural period [69].

Stent tapering is advantageous when the common car-

otid artery (CCA) and internal carotid artery (ICA) differ

significantly in size. There is evidence of decrease in the

rate of re-stenosis with the use of tapered stents in this

situation [70]. The Wallstent self-tapers, however, and

because of its woven design, it substantially foreshortens

with larger diameters. The Precise stent also tolerates

mismatch in size owing to a relatively small number of

connecting bridges. Specifically designed tapered stents

include the Acculink Xact (Abbott, Abbott Park, IL) and

the Protegé (ev3 Inc. Minneapolis, MN).

Given the differences in stent design and behavior, stent

choice should be carefully tailored to the carotid anatomy

and the plaque characteristics. Adequate sizing of the

device is of utmost importance and should be guided by

pre- and intra-procedural measurements, aiming for slight

oversizing and complete lesion coverage, typically span-

ning the carotid bifurcation.

Intraprocedural Technical Considerations

In patients requiring an initial arch arteriogram, a 30�–45�
left anterior oblique (LAO) projection generally provides

the best visualization (‘‘open up’’) of the brachio-cephalic

arteries’ take off. Of note, the best projection for evaluating

the right innominate bifurcation is the right anterior oblique

(RAO). When diffuse or shaggy disease is observed at the

level of the aortic arch, compromising the take off of the

brachiocephalic arteries, selective catheterization should be

cautiously done or even avoided.
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Heparin to achieve ACT[250 s should be given prior to

selective catheterization of the aortic branches. Careful

monitoring of ACT is recommended to avoid excessive

anticoagulation. Bivalrudin has also been proven to be a

safe and efficient anticoagulation strategy for CAS and

could be considered as an alternative to heparin [71, 72].

During catheter exchange and manipulation, extra care

should be taken to avoid potential embolization of debris,

thrombus and air bubbles. Use of a manifold system is

helpful in that regard.

Once the ostium of the common carotid artery has been

negotiated, it is not recommended to advance the wire to

the ICA, but rather to park it in the CCA or the ECA; the

wire should provide enough purchase to avoid loss of

access from the CCA while advancing the catheter. The

operator should also avoid tension accumulation while

advancing the catheter, since this might cause a sudden

jump of the wire-catheter complex and inadvertent forward

movement into the bifurcation or the ICA.

Once the catheter is placed at the level of the common

carotid artery, an angiogram to visualize the carotid

bifurcation, as well as the cerebral vessels in the Townes

and lateral projection, is often obtained. Detailed and

specific knowledge of the brain vascularization is instru-

mental in identifying and delineating collateral pathways

and the pre-interventional cerebral perfusion configuration.

Baro-reflex responses such as bradycardia, hypotension,

and vasovagal reactions occur in 5–10 % of cases, but have

been reported in as many as 33 % of patients undergoing

CAS [73, 74]. Most are transient and do not require ongoing

treatment after the procedure. Asystole during balloon

inflation is transient and responds to balloon deflation. Pre-

treatment with atropine or glycopirrolate prior to angioplasty

is often used to prevent bradycardia or asystole during car-

otid angioplasty and stent placement [75, 76]. The operator

should be aware that patients on pre-operative beta-blockers

might not respond well to atropine.

Complications and Bailout Techniques

Embolism

Cerebral embolization might result from the dislodging of

an organized clot from the surface of the plaque, debris,

plaque fragments and a mixture of fibrin, cholesterol clefts,

red and white cell aggregates [57].

The prevention of micro-embolization depends on

optimization of pharmacological treatment outlined above

and on gentle technique.

The primary role of the EPDs is the capture of macro-

emboli. Unfortunately, embolism still occurs, either due to

insufficient EPD seal, distal embolization caused by the

deployment of the EPD itself, dislodged thrombus prior to

proper placement of the device or simply by the lack of its

use. Embolization can also occur after the completion of the

procedure through the stent struts. Acute emboli lodging in

the middle cerebral artery can be fragmented using balloon

angioplasty or by guide wire manipulation under the risk of

further distal embolization [77]; this could be particularly

helpful in cases where the embolic material is plaque-like,

and not effectively dissolved by thrombolytic agents.

Recombinant TPA are commonly used thrombolytic

agents. These are delivered through super-selectively placed

micro-catheters. Recombinant TPA may be given as a 5-mg

bolus, followed by slow-infusion (maximum dose 20 mg).

Control angiography at regular intervals (e.g. every 15 min)

should be performed and continued for 1 h or until recana-

lization has been achieved [78]. Other techniques for neur-

orescue involve the use of intra-cerebral clot retrieval devices

such as the Merci (Stryker; Kalamazoo, MI, USA) or the

Solitaire (Covidien/ev3; Dublin, Ireland). If the operator is

not familiar with neurorescue techniques and maneuvers, it is

imperative to identify someone at the same institution who is,

in the rare event such interventions are needed.

Thrombosis

Acute in-stent thrombosis in CAS is a potentially fatal

complication. With a rare incidence of 0.5–2 % [79], this

life threatening complication seems to be related to the lack

of treatment with combination antiplatelet therapy [80].

Treatment consists of intra-arterial thrombolysis at dose

regimens described above for embolism. Treatment with

intra-carotid administration of 0.25 mg/kg of abciximab

intra-arterially, followed by a continuous intravenous

infusion (9 lg/min for 12 h), has also been reported [81].

Thrombosis occurring during the procedure itself seems

to be associated with the use of EPD [82], likely due to

dislodgement and accumulation of debris and thrombus in

the device. There are reports of thrombosis arising on the

wire of the filter system [83]. Treatment consists of local

administration of abciximab or aspiration of thrombus

followed by retrieval of the filter device using the guiding

catheter or sheath already in place.

Spasm

Spasm can occur during any procedure in the carotid

artery. It seems to occur more frequently in cases where

embolic protection devices are used [84]. Treatment is

necessary in cases of flow-limiting spasm, and consists of

the local administration of vasodilators, either nitroglycerin

or papaverin [85]. In cases where the embolic protection

device seems to be the cause of the spasm, advancement of

the device may be useful.
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Dissection

Dissection is a rare complication during carotid artery

stenting. If flow reduction is not hemodynamically signif-

icant, expectant management could be advocated; however,

if the flow impairment is judged to be significant, treatment

consists of either insertion of a second stent, or urgent

surgical repair [86].

Post-operative Care and Follow-up after CAS

Patients are monitored in the hospital overnight. It is not

uncommon for patients to respond to carotid sinus disten-

sion with bradycardia and hypotension [76]. Hypotension

may last from hours to days, depending on the sensitivity of

the baroreceptors. Occasionally, 24–48 h of inotropic

support is required before the carotid sinus adapts to the

radial force of the self-expanding stents. The presence of

significant hypotension in the absence of bradycardia is

unusual in the immediate post procedure period; it is worth

emphasizing that other causes (e.g. retroperitoneal bleed,

myocardial infarction) should also be excluded.

In hypertensive patients and in patients with critical

stenosis, a transient post-procedural confusional state with

headaches and transient localized symptoms not associated

with angiographic changes has been reported by Vitek

et al. CT scan imaging will demonstrate mild hemispheric

swelling and effacement of sulci, suggesting adequate or

improved perfusion. These symptoms resolve over 24 h

with good control of blood pressure [87].

Cerebral hyperperfusion syndrome (HPS), is a poten-

tially life threatening neurological syndrome characterized

by the triad of: (1) unilateral headache, (2) seizures and (3)

focal neurological deficit. In its extreme form it can present

as intracerebral hemorrhage. Originally, HPS was descri-

bed in patients undergoing carotid endarterectomy for

severe carotid stenosis; more recently however, it is a well

documented complication of CAS. It is believed to result

from hyperperfusion of blood into an unprotected or

damaged brain parenchyma, resulting in maximal dilata-

tion of intra-parenchymal arterioles and impaired cerebral

autoregulation. The incidence of HPS after CEA has been

reported to be around 3 and 7 % after carotid stenting [88].

This is particularly prominent in patients with severe ste-

nosis and poor cerebro-vascular reserve [89]. Post-proce-

durally, tight blood pressure control is mandatory and the

systolic blood pressure should be maintained between 100

and 140 mmHg. A combination of short acting IV beta-

blockers and nitroglycerine is the initial therapy to control

severe hypertension. HPS occurs mainly within the first

2 weeks after CAS and may be triggered by poorly con-

trolled hypertension. In current practice, patients typically

are discharged home the day after the procedure, so it is

important to be conscious of this complication since it can

occur in the outpatient setting. Continuous blood pressure

monitoring after discharge is important since the patient’s

anti-hypertensive medications might have been stopped in

the hospital after a transient reduction in blood pressure

post-procedurally.

Prior to discharge, NIH stroke scale classification should

be recorded. Follow-up includes 1 month, 6 month, and

yearly clinical evaluation and duplex examination.

Conclusions

Carotid artery stenting is an effective treatment for carotid

stenosis in the appropriate setting and for the appropriate

patient population.

Patient selection is the cornerstone to secure optimal

outcomes, it requires thorough imaging, detailed diagnostic

evaluation and a cautious decision making. Patients at high

risk for stroke with CAS such as symptomatic patients and

octogenarians should be treated only selectively with CAS

to minimize the risk of neurologic adverse events.

Peri-procedural medical management is of utmost impor-

tance to optimize the results of CAS. Blood pressure control,

hyperlipidemia management and adequate antiplatelet ther-

apy are mandatory. In addition, overall management of

comorbidities such as diabetes, concurrent CAD and pul-

monary issues by a multispecialty team is also necessary.

Optimal results will likely derive from putting institu-

tional protocols in place that allow careful patient selec-

tion, best medical management, and integration of a highly

skilled interventional team.
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